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E-Power Machine.
International experiences from Canada,
USA, Mexico.
DISCLAIMER:
Voluntary anecdotes from individual users sharing what
they personally experienced, relevant to their lifestyle and
state of health do NOT necessarily reflect results that
other individuals may or may not experience.
These reviews are NOT to be used as medical advice and
are not presented with the intention as such. Whilst reallife experiences can be a helpful resource and interesting
to read, they are NOT a substitute for individual medical
advice which must be obtained from a qualified health
practitioner.
Consumer experiences are not reliable scientific evidence.
HTE does not endorse any personal experience found
herein.

E-Power Machine - Advanced Electrotherapy.
Constipation problem gone.
"I've had a constipation problem since I was a young girl.
We got the E-Power January 2nd. I've used it for an hour
every day. Now, I had taken Metamucil for the last 32
years, but I no longer have to use it. I don't use stool
softeners and I am going regularly every day. I also have a
friend in Arizona that I am letting use the E-Power and she
uses it for 30 minutes per day. She, too, had a
constipation problem, going once every 3 days. But now
she goes regularly every day. My husband, Denis, uses it
and he goes regularly every day." - Martha, HTE
conference call.

Stress, pain, tension and migraines removed.
"I tried the E-Power machine for myself at head office in
Los Angeles, and my body was 'vibrating' for one hour
afterwards. Stress, pain and tension in my head, neck and

shoulders completely disappeared. Whilst i sat for 30 mins
with the E-power belt around my waist, i felt nothing other
than a tingling in my fingertips. To prove something was
happening, i was given a fluorescent light strip to hold, and
it lit up! This is a very interesting machine and i'm excited
about the possibilities and must note that i went into this a
huge skeptic because i didn't understand electrotherapy.
Not anymore. This is the only method i have found that
takes away my migraines.". - Sydney, HTE International
Distributor, Jan 2008
... Follow Up January 2015:
"I very rarely get sick but became very unwell in January
2015, hit full force by flu, with severe pounding migraine
24/7, plus locked shoulder and neck muscles which i had
being suffering with for weeks. At one point i also became
badly constipated as i was hardly eating due to loss of
appetite and loss of taste and smell. It should be noted i
refuse to take medication of any kind, ever.
Several days later, i remembered my E-Power and began
using it for one hour daily. The electrotherapy completely
unlocked my neck and shoulders within 24 hrs and took
away the migraines. The constipation was also resolved.
P.S. To combat flu i also used Lypho-Spheric liquid
Vitamin C (from Amazon.com), Sambucol (from
Walgreens), cayenne pepper and the FIR Hothouse
Dome"

Mental clarity.

"On November 6th I started a new job and started using
the E-Power machine on a daily basis. One of the things
that amazed me was finding myself in the office at 9, 10,
11 p.m., sometimes through 1 or 2 in the morning, and still
be able to concentrate and focus. In addition, I had a
problem with becoming drowsy on the long freeway drives
home - especially after working so late. This new job I
started was a 100 mile round trip 50 miles each way. On
these long drives, my vision would become blurry and I
was in danger of falling asleep at the wheel.
One night, I found myself behind the wheel of my car and
felt like I was looking at a 68 inch plasma TV. I realized
that my vision and the way I saw the road that night was
something I had never experienced before. A couple of
times I thought, "This is sort of strange." So, I quit using
the E-Power for a couple of days. I was barely awake late
at night. I started to use the E-Power again and feel a
mental clarity that was just really fantastic. I'm 56 and I'm
trying to compete with younger people. I'm able to get a lot
accomplished on the job and I think E-power has terrific
benefits for me." - Alan Simmons, HTE conference call.

Pain and depression gone - can walk again.
"I've had several accidents and two back surgeries that left
me with pinched nerves in my lower back. This has been
going on for the last 10 years. Sitting really aggravated the
nerves, so I couldn't sit for any length of time. I simply

wasn't able to walk, sit, or stand much at any one time. In
the last year I've been doing some therapy (and it helped
somewhat), but I still couldn't sit without pain. In addition, I
suffered from depressive mood swings and most of the
time I was polarized in depression.
I took the risk and got hooked up to E-Power machine. As
soon as I sat down, I could feel the electric stimulus going
all over my body, and tingling in my head. I felt like all of
my pathways were being cleared - instantly balanced and
with a clear mind. And, the pain was gone. I was able to
sit. You're supposed to start slowly on the E-Power, but I
wanted see what it could do. I put it on full power and was
able to sit for 90 minutes straight. I acquired more energy
sitting and being on the E-power than I ever had. For me
it's like you take your cell phone and plug it in, and well
now, you plug your body in and it re-energizes with the EPower.
Marilyn has since given up her crutches and scooter. She
can now walk and sit in a chair. Her face is brighter, she is
more alert, and her depression has lifted." - Marilyn Smith,
HTE conference call, and Deanna Sudweeks, HTE
distributor USA and Canada.

Lightweight, portable E-Power machine and belt.

Beautiful skin, hot flushes under control.
"The E-power machine arrived on September 17th, 2007. I
began using the E-power 90 minutes twice daily. After one
month i was seeing changes in my face and neck area. My
extra chin that i had acquired was disappearing and the
face that i had when a youth was returning.
I am still using the E-power for 30 minutes twice a day, it
has been 6 months now, and i am seeing more subtle
changes. My skin all over my body is very smooth and the

skin on my face has gotten very young and vital looking. A
friend who had not seen me for about 6 months said to me
"What are you doing, your skin is beautiful."
Another benefit that i have from using the E-Power is that i
am not as frequently having the hot flushes that i have
experienced since i was about 40 yrs old. I would awaken
in the night very often and not be able to go back to sleep
as my body had become intensely hot. Since using the EPower i am able to sleep for longer periods of time
because i do not have the hot flushes that wake me. I also
have less hot flushes during the day." - Joni Bradley,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Elimination of flu symptoms:
"At the beginning of this year, i got sick with the flu and a
throat infection. I used the E-Power for one hour in the low
mode and 4 hours at medium intensity. By the time i woke
up my symptoms had disappeared. I repeated this with my
son since he was having the same discomfort and he
obtained the same results. The E-Power machine
eliminated the symptoms of the flu and throat infection in a
very short time for both of us." - Oscar Ortiz, Monterey,
Mexico.

Blood sugar levels dropped.
"I am diabetic and my blood sugar levels dropped without
the use of drugs. I use the e-Power for 30 minutes every
day and continue to see my health improve, along with a

head of healthy hair." - Jose Luiz Cortez, Saltillo, Coah,
Mexico.

Overall health improved dramatically.
"I am 40 years old. My doctor recently gave me an exam
and detected severe digestive problems including chronic
constipation and gas. My abdomen looked big and my
breathing was difficult. I also had pain in my stomach
about an hour after eating. I have had this problem for
nearly two years.
I began to use the E-Power machine for about 30 minutes
every day. On the fourth day i expelled a part of a parasite
(tapeworm). The expelled part of this parasite was almost
90cm long. My mood began to change and i started to feel
better. The next day, after treatment with the E-Power
machine, i didn't feel any abdominal pain. Since beginning
e-Power sessions, not only have i expelled the parasite,
but my overall health has improved dramatically." - Silvia
Vidal Morales, Monterrey, Mexico.

Wrap the velcro belt around your waist.
Sit down, set the controls, and relax.
Overall health is now stable.
"I am 75 years old with no family background related to my
current condition. About 6 months ago, I started to feel
very tired. The color of my skin turned light yellow, and
problems such as bad breath, insomnia, nightmares, and
aggressiveness were increasing every day. I went in for a
check-up. The doctors examined me, running numerous
tests. After all the tests were in, they concluded that I had
a 'Crisis of Hypoglycemia' (low blood sugar).
I started using E-Power one hour per day, along with the
complementary therapy. After using the machine, I started
to notice an increase in energy, and the symptoms that

used to haunt me daily started to diminish. After a month
of E-Power sessions, I went back to my doctor. I did not
show any signs of low blood sugar and the test results
came back in the normal range. I'm currently on the same
program and monitoring my health closely. At this time my
hypoglycemia has disappeared and my overall health is
stable." - Oscar España Fuentes, Monterrey, Mexico.

Stopped wearing glasses.
"During the last 3 years I suffered with blurred vision,
preventing me from reading up close. I only saw specks. I
started to use the E- Power machine for 30 minutes every
day, and it helped me a lot. I can now distinguish letters.
I'm very happy because for years I tried other alternatives
and I was resigned to use glasses my whole life; but now,
with the continuous use of this equipment, I stopped
wearing glasses." - Fernando Estrada, Monterrey, Mexico.

Water retention and bulging stomach reduced.
"I am 68 years old and for a long time I suffered from pains
in my whole body: arms, waist, neck, legs, and (especially)
my right knee, which was very swollen and red. I also had
numbness in the plant of my foot. I took a lot of pills for the
pain, and I didn't want to keep taking them. I noticed that I
was retaining fluids and it appeared that I had gained
weight as well. I began to check out alternatives with faith
in finding relief. Since October 15, 2007 I've using HTE
machines every day - the ERE for 15 minutes, the Chi

Machine for 5 minutes, the E-Power for 15 minutes and
the Hothouse dome for 30 minutes. After the third session,
I started to urinate more. My water retention and my
bulging stomach have been greatly reduced." - Francisco
Benavides Garza, Monterrey, Mexico.
A better quality of life.
"I am 60 years old. Twelve years ago I started to have
headaches, tiredness, drowsiness, and shakes. For that
reason it was necessary to see my doctor, and I was
diagnosed with diabetes. This was a big shock because
diabetes is one of those diseases that if you don't take
good care of yourself, it can provoke death. I started
taking medication and stayed on it for 3 years but my
blood sugar leveled out at 280. I visited other doctors, but
it was always the same. It didn't matter what diet I was on,
my blood sugar remained too high. Other doctors
prescribed Insulin. I was treated with the Insulin plus
another medication, and was able to achieve a blood
sugar level of 140.
Headaches were part of my daily life, and besides that, I
started to have pain in my neck. My doctors said it might
be a wearing of the bones and they recommended
exercise. So, I went to a massage therapist and started to
exercise. My headaches started to diminish for about half
a year.
One day my doctors recommended that I visit a Sports
Clinic with specialized personnel. Dr. Pablo Betancourt,
Director of the Cell Rehabilitation Department in Angeles
del Carmen Hospital in Guadalajara was the one who

recommended the E-Power machine. He put me on the
machine for 30 minutes per day Monday through Friday.

Jowls and under the chin tightened up - photo before and
after several months.

E-Power Machine Reviews from HTE Mexico:
#1 selling machine in Mexico with numerous reviews
from doctors and hospitals.

Blood Sugar Drop.
After a week of sessions, I started to feel bad, developed a
terrible headache, and drowsiness. After testing my blood
sugar, I was amazed how much it dropped - only 78. This
situation never happened to me in the 12 years I had been

suffering with this disease. I called Dr. Betancourt and he
told me that the discomfort I had that day was due to the
detoxification of my body. He asked me to stop taking
insulin and only take the other medication, and to keep
monitoring my blood sugar levels everyday.
Since that day my blood sugar levels have been between
110 and 120. I now have more energy, which makes my
daily labors easy, I have a better quality of life and i use
the E-Power everyday." - Susana Garcia Rojas.
Guadalajara, Jal. Mexico.

Arm Injury repaired, pH balance improved.
"My husband is a Chiropractor and I'm a therapist. My
husband was about 50 yrs old when he hurt his arm with a
weed eater. He was scheduled to have an operation on
his torn rotator cuff. Well, 1) He didn't want to have an
operation, and 2) it doesn't always work when you get the
rotator cuff repaired. He never had the operation, and he
is 72 years old now.
We borrowed the E-Power machine from a friend and left
it on for half hour. After 4 days we called Deanna (our
friend) and said, "We can't believe this." You know, Ted's
shoulder was so bad that he had great difficulty pulling up
his pants. He couldn't even put his belt in his pants, so I
had to help him with it. To make a long story short; Ted
didn't get his arm operated on, and now he can pull up his
pants on his own. Ted wasn't able to use his arms, he
wasn't even able to massage until after using the E-Power

machine - but he can massage again now.
And, it turns out that the E-Power helped in other ways.
We tested the pH of our urine and the pH improved within
a week." - Novak, HTE conference call testimonial.

The ATP Enzyme, pH balance, sleep and stress.
"It is critical for people to understand that ATP gives your
cells energy. The E-Power machine is making the cells
more permeable. It's activating the ATP to clean up the
cells and reduce inflammation.
Stress and toxic relations, toxic emotions and food, can all
affect our pH. If you don't have a good alkaline balance in
your body, mucus and high acids create inflammation that
causes disease. The sodium potassium ratio is very
important for you to know because if you have a poor
sodium potassium ratio then basically your cell membrane
becomes stiff. It's inflexible, toxic. Think of it as "terrorism
at the cellular level" so to speak.
We've got cells that are not functioning and diet can create
this insulin resistance. Diabetic habits are a real challenge
for the cells that aren't responding to the insulin. Then, the
pancreas makes more insulin and causes inflammation of
the cell membrane. Electrotherapy makes our cells more
permeable, where toxins can get out, nutrition can get in,
so we can start to assimilate our nutrients better and it
helps our cells to communicate. Instead of being inflexible
and stiff, electrotherapy helps the mitochondria cells and
boosts the electrical energy that we so need.

Everybody can use more energy, have cleaner cells, and
expel the inflammation and the mucus, and thereby
reduce the chances of contracting numerous diseases.
Many people have read or heard of the book "The Body
Electric." Without the currents inside our bodies, we would
die. It's very exciting to know that we can put on the EPower belt and charge up our bodies battery pack getting
a lot of electrical abnormalities to come into balance.
I think the biggest thing for me personally is that I love to
study ... and I can now retain what I'm studying and I can
study for long, long periods of time. I also benefit from
better circulation and more energy. I sleep sounder ... it
seems like I just have a sense of less stress and I don't
seem to run on so much adrenaline. Maybe the E-Power
is balancing out my adrenals as well as my hormones. I
feel such a solid energy that I can stay up late and I can
get up early and I know I still need sleep but I really can do
really well even when I'm not getting adequate amounts of
sleep. I can just 'juice up' and keep going." - Julie, HTE
conference call.

A different man.
"Dan is 45 years old, has 3rd degree bed sores, spends a
lot of time in the bathtub where it is most comfortable for
his body, takes numerous toxic drugs, sleeps badly and
has no energy. He borrowed and used the E-Power
machine just once, for 30 mins. The following day he was
walking around, energized and without pain. A different
man for a day." - Erica (Dan's girlfriend), Los Angeles, CA

Tick-borne illness.
"I used the E-power in conjunction with the herb teasel for
my Lyme, which no-one understands or knows how to
eliminate as it is a very complex disorder. I received
positive results, i had more energy, and i look to the future
with optimism." - Samantha, Ft. Wayne, Indiana 2012.
RESEARCH: Teasel: www.lyme-disease-researchdatabase.com/lyme_disease_blog_files/mathewwood.html

Crystal Billings from Woodridge, MB, Canada tried the
collagen face mask using the E-Power machine on high
for 30 minutes. She reported in a company newsletter
dated January 2009 - "The combination of the mask and
E-Power gave my face a smooth and silk feeling and a
temporary noticeable improvement in the depth of my
wrinkles and tightness around the jaw line."
NOTE: Any sheet face mask will work.

Finding joy all around - Thunder Bay, ON, Canada.
"My husband and i have been using the E-Power for
almost a month. I have been on anti-depressants for 9
years and was placed on long term disability as it was so
severe. After many attempts to get off them, i have finally
succeeded with the help of the E-Power. I am now down
to less than half a dose and continue to cut down slowly. I
believe the chemical dependency was stored at a cellular
level and was finally released through the work of the EPower.
The cool thing is that my whole attitude has improved and
i find joy all around me. And as a bonus - my skin
improved dramatically. I had a terrible "chicken neck" - the
kind that comes with aging - and lines around my mouth
from previous years of being a smoker. My friends are
asking me what i am doing to look so great and my
husband and i both notice a great improvement in our
skin. Our daughter uses her E-Power as well and she is
totally hooked on how much better she sleeps and feels.
Her stretch marks are fading and she finds that she simply
copes better and feels happier." - Joan & Larry

Beckingham.

